
Chapter Sixteen POLICIES OF PEACE
AND SECURITY
AFTER WORLD WAR I

THE FOLLOWING five pieces are reprinted from Britain and
France Between Two Wars which the author published in 1940. 1

The text has been considerably abbreviated here to cover only
those events concerning the League of Nations and the attitudes of

Britain and France toward the League that suggest striking parallels

with issues now pertinent to the United Nations. This material is

presented not as an excursion into history but to lend perspective
to the continuing problems of peace strategy, accommodation, and

collective security discussed earlier in this volume.

A. On France

I. Guarantees of Security

THE FRENCH quest for "security" had an amazingly broad scope in

that it took into account the whole scale of threats to which France

believed herself to be exposed.
She very naturally feared above all else lest she become the victim

of another invasion, the battleground of another war. Her argu-

ments at Versailles stressed the fact that German armies had crossed

into France four times in a hundred years. (She glossed over the

i The sections in this chapter are abridged from Chapters 2, 10, 13, 20, and

21 of Britain and France Between Two Wars (1st ed. Harcourt, Brace & Co.,

New York, 1940) and are reprinted here, with' minor changes, by permission of

the publisher.
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possibility that her own statesmen might have had some part in

bringing about these invasions, three of which were directed against

the Napoleons.) It was not astonishing that France should seek to

avoid a repetition of what had been for her the greatest disaster of

the World War. 2 There was sympathy, therefore, in many quarters

for her desire to ward off the danger of a new invasion, that was

referred to as direct attack or agression directe.

But France was not content with guarantees against direct attack,

however elaborate they might be. She felt that such guarantees

would not stand the test if Germany were allowed to gain mastery

over Central and Eastern Europe. There existed, therefore, a

second type of threat that was called indirect attack or agression

mdirecte; it would consist of an attack by Germany on one or more

of her eastern or southeastern neighbors. Preventive measures had

to be taken against this contingency. Indirect aggression covered a

wide realm of possibilities,
which France had little desire to define

or delimit with precision. By a slight stretch of the imagination,

indeed, any effort to change the new status quo in the east or south-

east could be said to render France less secure or even to threaten

her indirectly with invasion in the more or less remote future. The

more unlikely it seemed that Germany would be capable or desirous of

attacking France on the Rhine, the more decisive a role did agression

mdirecte come to play in European affairs, involving the whole

controversial issue of the territorial, economic, and national prob-

lems of Central and Eastern Europe. The entanglement of France

in the conflicts of that part of Europe became a matter of grave

concern to the British.

France pushed her claims still further. It was not enough to set

up barriers around Germany which would keep her from sending

troops across her borders. Who could hope to stop Germany on

those borders, particularly in the east and southeast where her

neighbors were relatively weak and unconsolidated, if she were

free to develop the strength of which she was capable and attain a

political position that would allow her to risk such an attack?

Precautionary measures of security would therefore have to reach

back into what might be called the preliminary stages of German

aggression. It was necessary to prevent the Germans from preparing

an attack. Her armaments had to be kept at a low level, her troops

prohibited from approaching the French border (occupation or

2 All references to the World War indicate World War I.
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demilitarization of the Rhineland) . It has even been suggested that

reparations were used to reduce Germany's economic potentiel de

guerre.
In a country where statesmen were turning their attention almost

exclusively to the problem of security, there was bound to be a dis-

play of ingenuity in the discovery of means to guarantee this

security. In fact, the French developed a most elaborate theory of

guarantees. A distinction was drawn between f<

garanties physiques"
and the other types of guarantees, mainly contractual in nature,
which were spoken of as "garanties supplementaires"
The purpose of all of the guarantees was to add to the strength

of French national armaments, her first line of defense. The
garanties suppUmentaires consisted in bringing the armies of other
nations to the support of France in case she should become involved
in another war with Germany. They were secondary lines of
defense and part of a comprehensive system of security that could
be measured in quantitative terms by being compared with the
number of French army corps to which it was equivalent in the

opinion of the general staff. To perform this function the guaran-
tee had to consist either of a reliable promise of military assistance

or, if that could not be obtained, of promises of such economic or
financial aid as would help the French to win a war. Greater im-

portance was attached, naturally, to promises of military assistance.

If reliable, such promises might decrease the strain on the first line

of defense, the national armaments, but they could be counted as

substitutes only if they implied immediate and automatic assistance

based on prearranged military plans providing for prompt tech-

nical execution.

The simplest form of promise of military assistance was the old-

fashioned alliance, and it was hardly surprising, therefore, that

France should set out to build up a whole system of such alliances

and pacts of mutual assistance. A large part of her foreign policy
centered around the negotiation of such agreements. Indeed, they

provided the key to her relations with most countries. But these

pacts were frowned upon in some circles because they conflicted

with the new theories of international diplomacy which had

spread from the Anglo-Saxon countries to the Continent. While
France did not on this account abandon her alliance policy, she did

attempt to give it a new form and to supplement the alliances by
"international guarantees" or collective agreements. The League of

Nations naturally presented itself as the most important and most
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promising guarantee o this nature. Even French statesmen who

were skeptical about the League in the beginning supported it

when it was recognized as possibly offering an additional inter-

national guarantee which in the case of German attack might de-

velop into a general alliance providing for reliable assistance to

France by all the members of the League. Since the League was too

cumbersome to offer aid rapidly and could not save France from

invasion, it was classified as a "guarantee of victory" rather than as

a "guarantee against invasion/' Its function would in any case be

that of a last line of defense in a whole hierarchy of defense meas-

ures called
"

'I

3

organisation de la paix" ranging from national arma-

ments through alliances and multilateral agreements to general

pacts and covenants.

France was often criticized, particularly in the days of Poincare,

for being overpedantic about the legal aspects of international

affairs and for insisting with such vehemence on the sanctity of the

peace treaties. Actually, her attitude was a natural consequence of

her policy of security. Even the so-called physical guarantees de-

pended for their success to some extent upon the fulfillment of

legal obligations and the acknowledgment of legal rights. Of what

use was the Rhine as a barrier unless France had the right to station

her troops on the bridges and could depend on being assisted in

the defense of her rights? The nonphysical guarantees were based

even more conspicuously on legal grounds. Since they consisted in

promises of assistance, their reliability depended entirely on the

way in which nations would live up to their legal obligations, and

on the interpretation they would give to the law by which they were

committed. Therefore, to uphold the principle of the sanctity of

treaties meant, above all, being sure that her allies as well as the

other members of the League would honor their signatures.

A similar legalistic attitude was adopted toward Germany. By

treaty after treaty, by signature after signature, France sought to

chain Germany to the status quo and to make any move of libera-

tion by which she might seek to free herself of the liens dans

lesquels on a essaye de I'enfermer not merely illegal, but a breach of

promise to a large group of nations. The more France could rely

on public opinion throughout the world to react vigorously against

violations of the law, the more she could hope for action against a

lawbreaker. In a world of sovereign states every country is con-

cerned with safeguarding itself from external attack. There is noth-

ing unusual, therefore, in a policy whose objective is to obtain
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greater security. The exceptional character of France's policy lay
in a difference of degree rather than of direction.

II. 'X'Organization de la Paix"

The League of Nations: "Garantie Internationale"

so FAR, WE HAVE been treating French foreign policy as if it were
restricted to national armaments, to alliances and other bilateral

agreements. The League of Nations and the other "peace machin-

ery" have been mentioned only incidentally. The time has come to

analyze the Geneva institution as it fitted into French policy.
The League of Nations was not a French conception. The orig-

inal plans were American and British. It was Woodrow Wilson

who had insisted that the Covenant be incorporated into the peace

treaty. Since the French were obsessed at Versailles by a desire for

effective guarantees of security both against another invasion by

Germany and against any future German breaking of the treaty,

they were interested in the proposed League only so far as it would

serve as an additional guarantee against the German menace. The
British conception of a League as a kind of new concert of powers

primarily for consultative and conciliatory purposes did not suit the

French at all. To their way of thinking, the usefulness of a League
for security depended on its means of coercion and not on pro-

visions for conciliation likely to lead to a policy of concessions and

compromise. The American proposal appeared far more promising.
Wilson stressed the importance of guaranteeing the territorial

integrity of the member states against external aggression; this was

later incorporated in Article 10 of the Covenant. Here was a com-

mitment in defense of the new status quo which needed only a

gendarme capable of applying the sanctions with which to enforce

it. From being the most skeptical participant in the negotiations,

the French became the most fervent advocates of a powerful and

coercive League and wished to equip it immediately with an inter-

national police force. The League, not the individual members,

was to be the gendarme. This would have given the League much

of the character of a superstate.

Although a League such as the French proposed would have been

the most powerful collective guarantee of the established order that

had ever existed, France, it should be emphasized, never showed the
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least intention of relinquishing her other guarantees of security,

such as armaments and alliances, and accepting the League as a

substitute. She had perfectly logical arguments with which to justify

this attitude. First, even the most strongly worded Covenant might
not prove workable and dependable. Second, a League with prac-

tically universal membership would be cumbersome and slow in its

processes, however well organized, and therefore could never be ex-

pected to provide security against a sudden attack or invasion. The

emphasis from the time of Versailles on, therefore, was on such

guarantees as the strategic frontier on the Rhine, superiority in

arms, and bilateral pacts or guarantees of military assistance.

Since the League was to be merely a garantie supplementaire of

French security and an integral part of a whole system of defenses,

its purpose, as far as France was concerned, was obviously the same

as that of her armaments and alliances. It was regarded as another

instrument to keep Germany in her place and to deter or defeat une

agression de I'Allemagne. But this meant that France was seeking
to build up the League against a specific country, not against an un-

specified potential aggressor. France's moves at Geneva become

meaningful and logical if this is remembered. Her intentions be-

came particularly clear whenever there was any question of punitive
measures against any country other than Germany. On every such

occasion her usual eagerness for League sanctions became lukewarm

or ceased to exist. This was often a cause of conflict with other

members. Britain and the so-called neutral countries had no inten-

tion of allowing the League to be directed specifically against

Germany or against any one country. The main value and advan-

tage of the League, as compared to the old-time alliances, in their

opinion, lay in the fact that it could not be regarded as provocative

by any country.

If the League was to be an alliance, was it an effective and hence

a valuable one, or were its deficiencies too great to make it worth

while for France to shape her policy in accord with its require-
ments? The answer the rightist parties gave was not complimentary
to the League. The pledges of the Covenant were couched in terms

that left room for evasion. The definition of the casus foederis was

vague and too narrowly restricted. The operation of common
action was left unprepared and would therefore lack the necessary

military precision. If France could induce her fellow members to

transform the League into a genuine coalition, the situation would
be different; but the rightists doubted her ability to do so. If she
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failed, the League might become an obstacle rather than an effec-

tive supplement to France's other lines of defense. Would not some

countries, notably Great Britain, refuse to enter any new bilateral

defensive alliances on the ground that they were sufficiently com-
mitted by the Covenant? Would not objections be raised to French
armaments and to alliances with other countries as injurious to the

new peace machinery at Geneva or to the spirit of the League? The
French themselves might be lulled into a false sense of security and

put undue faith in the League, meanwhile neglecting more reliable

defenses. The efforts devoted to the work at Geneva would in any
case detract dangerously from the energy with which the govern-
ment pursued more important tasks.

Notwithstanding her repeated failures to make the other members

accept her proposals, membership in the League promised advan-

tages to France that encouraged her to support the Geneva institu-

tion longer than the other great powers. In the first place, it was

hoped that a large number of countries that never would have been

willing to enter into an alliance with France would feel committed

by the Covenant to assist her if she were attacked. While promises
of assistance under the Covenant, in its existing form, might remain

weak, they were not on this account to be regarded as negligible.

In her struggle to make her system of defenses as comprehensive as

possible, France was ready to incorporate into her organization of

peace even weaker pledges than those contained in the Covenant if

by so doing she could persuade still more countries to assure her of

some kind of support. According to the Herriot plan of 1932, for

instance, the "outer ring," composed of the non-European states

including the United States, was not asked to pledge itself even to

economic sanctions. Many efforts were made to bring these coun-

tries, and the United States in particular, into the organization of

peace and of French security. The only effort that met with any
success was Briand's proposal for outlawing war between France

and the United States. It resulted in the Kellogg Pact.

The French, after all, fully realized that even from their fellow

members in the League they might receive no more than economic

and financial assistance. All the discussions on collective action at

Geneva centered around economic rather than military sanctions.

But while the French never shared the view, so widespread in

Britain, that a country like Germany could be held in check by the

mere threat or even actual use of no more than economic sanctions,

they keenly appreciated the value of economic measures as a supple-
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merit to military action. The effectiveness of the British blockade

during the World War had not been forgotten.

The universal character of the League offered a second advan-

tage. The pledges of assistance under the Covenant were given not

only to France, who might well have been able to find sufficient

allies without the League, but also to weaker countries like her

Central European allies, for whom it was difficult to acquire

promises of assistance. Proof of this was Britain's reluctance to com-

mit herself on the Danube. As long as the assistance to be given in

case of aggression was available for some countries and not for

others, the potential aggressor would be able to strike at the weak

spots and hope that the conflict would be localized.

It may sound cynical to interpret the French conception of the

League and of Torganisation de la paix as in effect the establish-

ment of a new World War coalition. But from the French point of

view, there was nothing objectionable in such an interpretation.

The lessons of the World War had not been lost. It had taken

months, if not years, to organize efficient common action by the

Allied and Associated Powers. Bitter controversies had preceded the

setting up of a unified high command. Long delays had ensued

before the Supreme Council was properly established. It therefore

behooved the peace-loving nations, warned by 1914, to provide in

advance for a coalition that would at any moment be prepared,

strong, and unified. It was firmly believed that so powerful a coali-

tion would deter Germany from aggression. The old adage, si vis

pacem para bellum, had been amended to read, "If you want peace,

prepare sanctions against the country most likely to become an ag-

gressor." The more nearly perfect the preparation, the most chance

there would be of deterring the potential aggressor, who would

shape his course according to his appraisal of the war coalition that

he would have to face.

General Treaties and Special Accords

WHATEVER RELIABILITY the French might attribute to the League as

an operating center for collective action of an economic or even

military nature, there still remained advantages of a different and
more important kind that could be gained only from alliances or

from pacts of mutual assistance closely resembling alliances. Under
the existing psychological circumstances that is, in view of the
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dislike and distrust that Britain and other countries evinced for

military alliances it required a great deal of ingenuity and diplo-
matic skill to fit anything resembling alliances into an active League
policy. Had not the League been set up primarily for the purpose
of preventing a return to the prewar European system, with its

antagonistic military alliances? While Wilson had in mind "that

henceforth alliance must not be set up against alliance, understand-

ing against understanding, but that there must be a common agree-
ment for a common object," the French sought to have both alli-

ances and the League. But was it not true that a "collective system
and special alliances belong to different worlds"?

As early as 1922, when France and her Central European friends

held a dominant position in the League, the French succeeded in

getting the League Assembly to vote a resolution that accepted the

French thesis regarding the relationship between the League and

pacts of mutual assistance among League members. During the en-

suing years this resolution came to serve as an entering wedge by
which pacts having all the features that made alliances valuable to

France could be interpreted as being part of the League system.

The resolution stipulated that where "for historical, geographical,
or other reasons, a country is in special danger of attack/' it could

enter into "detailed arrangements" with other countries, providing
for "immediate and effective assistance in accordance with a pre-

arranged plan." In accepting this principle, the League drew a

distinction between two different groups of countries. One group,

being in special danger of attack, exposees aux "risques geogra-

phiques" not only was to be permitted to have "partial treaties" or

"special accords," as they were later called, but was declared to be

actually in need of such accords. The significance of this becomes

clear when one remembers the military alliances that France already

had concluded with Poland and Belgium. If they could now be

interpreted as the detailed arrangements described in this resolu-

tion, they would be not only tolerated by the League but even

sanctified and transformed into a part of the organization of peace.

Once it was conceded that there was need for special accords, the

Covenant became merely a general treaty supplementing, as far as

this particular group of countries was concerned, the far more solid

foundation of security which these countries were laying down for

themselves by stringent and reliable special agreements.

The inadequacy of the League to those who wanted immediate

assistance becomes clear when it is compared with the typical bi-
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lateral military pact of mutual assistance. The outstanding differ-

ence between the League and the old-time alliances was that the

former was not directed against any specific country. The potential

aggressor was entirely anonymous. That left quite uncertain in

what direction coercive action might someday have to be taken.

But, said a report of the Permanent Advisory Commission, "imme-

diate, pre-arranged and unlimited assistance . . . capable of provid-

ing guarantees which can be accurately measured/' which was what

France wanted, required an unequivocal definition of the casus

foederis. This, it was said, would be easy to do in the partial treaty,

since the case of aggression against which the treaty was directed

would be expressly described within the treaty. It is hard to see

what this could have meant except the inclusion by name of the

country regarded as the potential aggressor against whose possible

attack defensive measures were being prepared.
Such specific mention of the opponent was also necessary for

another reason. Military assistance, as the French pointed out, was

possible only if based on prearranged military plans. But since

nobody ever seriously suggested that military plans could be worked

out by the general staffs except for a given military situation and

therefore against a specific opponent, the opponent would have to

be known in advance.

B. On Britain

III. Schools of Thought in British Foreign Policy:
Traditionalists and Collectivists

EVEN MORE THAN in the case of France, it is necessary to warn the

reader against expecting an exposition of some consistent and uni-

fied policy that every British government and statesman accepted
and pursued. A French minister, indeed, was once quoted in the

House of Lords as having said, "It is better to have five Govern-

ments and one policy, like France, than to have one Government
and five policies, like England." While this is an exaggeration, we
shall find two profoundly different schools of thought struggling
for control over Britain's foreign policy, producing conflicts in out-

look and principle, sometimes within the same cabinet. One we
shall call the "traditionalist" school. The opposing group we shall
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refer to as the "collectivist" school. The use of new labels when so

many already exist calls for justification. Why not simply use the

terms Conservative, Liberal, and Laborite? The reason is that the

two outstanding ideological camps in Britain did not coincide accu-

rately with old party lines. The collectivists found adherents not

only among the left-wing parties. While the members of the Labor

party and most of the Liberals were to be found among them, the

collectivists were represented forcefully by such groups as the non-

partisan League of Nations Union that numbered several outstand-

ing Conservatives in its ranks. The name "collectivist" is chosen

because this school came to lay emphasis mainly on collective

security. Their opponents, who included only a few leftists, were

characterized by their desire to conduct foreign affairs on tradi-

tional lines, hence the name "traditionalist/' While this latter

school tended to consider any policy that followed established tradi-

tion to be good policy, the collectivists were prone to discard any-

thing reminiscent of prewar methods or objectives as outdated and

reactionary.

To those statesmen in Britain who claimed that they conducted

their foreign policy by sheer instinct and without principles, it must

be distasteful to think of classifying the British into schools of

thought or schools of political philosophy. But men who take this

view are expressing traditionalist tenets. This school is character-

ized among other things by its skepticism in regard to general prin-

ciples as a basis for conducting foreign affairs. The collectivists, on

the contrary, took particular pride in having at last set out to make
British policy conform with general rules and high moral principles.

They criticized their opponents for having no other guide but op-

portunism. The issue, said Harold Nicolson, is "whether our for-

eign policy is to be conducted on a basis of expediency or on a

basis of principle/*
In trying to outline the course of Britain's policy since the World

War, it must be remembered that during the period under consid-

eration British foreign policy was conducted almost exclusively by

Conservative or National governments. For only two short periods

did Britain have a Labor government. The prime ministers of all

these Conservative or National governments, as well as most of the

members of their cabinets, belonged to the traditionalist school.

While Conservative governments did yield occasionally, and on

some very important occasions, to the pressure of a collectivist op-

position outside and inside Conservative ranks, most of their foreign
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policy was conducted on traditionalist lines. The pressure of colleo

tivist public opinion did not necessarily compel the traditionalists

to take actions distasteful to them or to compromise, but very fre-

quently it led them to make their policies appear to be in line with

the collectivist doctrines.

When the collectivists are discussed, it is necessary to outline their

doctrines in detail; about the traditionalist ideas in general, much
less explanation needs to be offered. They have few theories, and

since in every country they are the predominant group and cling to

traditional concepts, their main beliefs are familiar. The starting

point of the traditional approach to foreign policy is the national

interest. (For the collectivists, as we shall see, it was the interest of

an international community.) The term "national interest" covers

a long list of specific interests, some vital, others of less importance.
When a confirmed traditionalist raises general issues, moral or

ideological (when for instance he proclaims that England's duty is

to enforce world peace, democracy, or the rule of law) , either he

sincerely believes that Britain's vital interests run parallel to the

need for defending these wider issues, or he may be pretending

hypocritically that such general issues are involved, when actually

some particular British interest is at stake. The traditionalists like

to think of themselves as realists. This realism is not necessarily

indifference to a better world and to high moral principles, or an

approval of aggression and the use of force. It rather confirms the

conviction that no nation or group of nations can, without embroil-

ing the world in greater and more disastrous troubles and unhappi-
ness, afford "to take on the risks of other countries and become

policemen of the world," or to force high moral standards and

respect for the law upon nations involved in age-old and often

insoluble conflicts and struggles. This is a pessimistic point of view,

since it assumes that man is incapable in the present state of world

society of forcing his ideals or Utopias upon other nations, and must
therefore accept the tragedy of international conflict as something

beyond the power of nations to terminate.

It is not difficult to distinguish between traditionalists and collec-

tivists. Only the former are concerned with geographic areas and

geographic necessity, with regional interest and discrimination be-

tween vital and secondary interests. They discuss foreign affairs not

in general and abstract terms, but with concrete allusions to this or

that country. The collectivists, on the other hand, speak of security
in general, or of disarmament and of arbitration. They avoid men-
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tion of specific countries and use the terms "victim of aggression"

and "potential aggressor/'

IV. The League of Nations: Instrument of National Policy

THE LEAGUE PLAYED a significant role in Britain's policy even

when the traditionalists were firmly established in power and had

no reason, therefore, to make concessions to an opposition that ad-

hered to the collectivist school of thought. Even though the League

aspects of British policy were much more in evidence when the

leftists were in office, the remarkable amount of time that was given
to debates on the theory and practice of collective security, both in

the House of Commons and in the House of Lords, gives an indica-

tion of how much political importance was generally attached to

the issue. In no country was the government under such severe and

relentless pressure to bring the foreign policy of the nation into line

with the new League concepts. The traditionalists fought back,

not by discrediting the League, but by interpreting it their own

way. While the struggle often seemed to bear mainly on terms and

definitions, the passions aroused were enough to show that the basic

issue was more than a theoretical controversy on doctrine.

The collectivists wished to make the League the heart or center

of world affairs; in the traditionalist scheme it was considered only
as one instrument of national policy among others, which, if not

necessary, could nevertheless be very useful to supplement the

traditional methods of diplomacy.
It is hard to distinguish between what was mere lip service to the

League, intended to satisfy a League-minded populace, and what

was a realistic appreciation of the usefulness of the Geneva institu-

tion in terms of British national interests. Professions of faith in

the League became so much a matter of routine that in most cases

it is difficult to discover whether there was any intention behind

them serious enough to affect Britain's policy in actual practice.

It is to be assumed that support of the League resulted from a

mixture of motives, some nationalistic and realistic, others genu-

inely idealistic. That the majority of the British people, whether

they adhered to the left or the right, hoped for progress toward a

world of lawfulness and peace and welcomed the League as the

most promising means to this end need not be doubted. Although
some thoroughgoing die-hards openly derided the whole idea, call-
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ing the League a "mutual admiration society manned by well-

meaning busybodies," most of the traditionalists merely expressed

skepticism as to how much progress could be realistically expected.

They emphasized the fact that the League would "serve you well if

you do not overload it," that it was in its infancy and should,

therefore, be kept "within the limits of what is possible at the

present moment." Development, they said, should be slow and

steady, as with the British Commonwealth. Hence there was little

hesitation in pushing the League into the background whenever it

threatened to interfere with urgent needs. When at last it came to

be a real obstacle to policies that the traditionalists believed neces-

saryfor instance, negotiation with the Fascist powers opposition

to further support of the League became strong. But the attitude of

the British Conservative governments toward the League was not as

negative as would appear from the debates in which the "splendid

ideals" of the collectivist opposition were being rejected. From the

point of view of British national interest and traditional principles

there was much to recommend an institution like the League pro-

vided it did not involve Britain, by an unwarranted emphasis on

positive commitments, in conflicts that were outside the realm of

her own interests.

Everybody in Britain agreed that the preservation of peace was

the essential purpose of the League. But peace could be sought in

two different ways, the one generally spoken of as "conciliation,"

the other as "coercion." In the early days of the League, British

opinion was unanimous in placing the emphasis on conciliation.

The provisions for sanctions and for the organization of collective

force were minimized or passed over in silence. If there had to be

any use of sanctions, it would be the moral sanction of world

opinion. With the negotiation of the Geneva Protocol in 1924, the

collectivists went their separate way and became staunch supporters
of a "League with teeth." The traditionalists persisted in the earlier

attitude. The League, they affirmed, was to be "a great co-operative

commonwealth," not an "armed guarantee of peace" nor an instru-

ment of "international saber-rattling." Although they could not

deny, of course, that the Covenant contained provisions both for

coercion and for conciliation, it made all the difference in practice
which of the provisions were to be stressed and what interpretation

they were to receive. What the British traditionalists were aiming
at resembled very closely the old Concert of Europe. Without some
such institution the world would break up into separate groups and
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perhaps hostile camps. There was nothing the British feared more

than that. It was in the true spirit of British tradition to wish that

nations might join in conference and consultation with one another.

The collectivists, for their part, had nothing but scorn for this con-

ception of the League as a "mere debating chamber/'

It seems paradoxical that Conservatives and even die-hard

imperialists should be found in the camp of conciliation, while

Liberals and Laborites, among whose ranks were so many pacifists,

should have come to back coercion. The reason most frequently

given by the traditionalists for their hostility to League sanctions

was that the League was not universal, as had been originally ex-

pected, and was therefore incapable of fulfilling its coercive duties.

What they meant when they spoke of the disappointed hope for

universality was that the United States had remained outside the

League. This was supposed to have changed fundamentally the

conditions under which the Geneva institution originally was de-

signed to operate and therefore to justify British reluctance toward

a policy of sanctions. While it often is said that it is a convenient

habit of the British to provide an alibi for themselves by laying the

blame for their own failings on the United States, it was not merely
an excuse in this case. The absence of the United States made it

more difficult for the British to participate in collective action by
the League. In the first place, without the help of the United States,

economic sanctions had little chance of being effective and, secondly,

naval action on the part of the British might lead to conflict with

the United States over the freedom of the seas. If both great Anglo-
Saxon naval powers had become members of the League, the idea of

policing the world together with the other members might have

appealed to the traditionalists.

The British traditionalists were opposed to a sanctionist League
for a number of reasons that were firmly rooted in their philosophy
of international affairs. They were opposed to the obligations it

involved for Britain, who would be called upon to police the world

for the benefit of others and would incur grave risks for quarrels
that were not hers. They also refused to believe that Britain could

count upon the support of others even if she decided to act on

behalf of the League. Finally, collective security, as it came to be

called, meant committing Britain to the enforcement of the status

quo even where she had no vital interest in its preservation and no

faith in its wisdom.
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The policy of conciliation stressed the skeptical or realistic point

of view in international relations. It meant that the idea of guar-

anteeing permanent peace was discarded as Utopian. For nobody,

of course, could be so naive as to believe that all conflicts that might

lead to the use of force could be solved peacefully by mere persua-

sion, friendly discussion, or compromise. Conciliation was not a

panacea for peace. It could not be expected to do more than reduce

occasions for war, or at best shorten or localize the use of force. But

that was all the traditionalists expected from conciliation or from

any peace strategy. If it did that, and did it successfully, it would

render a great service, although it would not fulfill the prophecies

of a new millennium of peace which the establishment of the new

peace machinery, the League of Nations, was to have inaugurated.

We can see how far the two schools had diverged in thought.

The traditionalists ridiculed their opponents for "being able to

bamboozle themselves into thinking that if they take a pre-war

alliance, and mumble these words, 'Collective Security/ over it, they

can change its character and the consequences that are bound to

flow from it." The collectivists, on the other hand, were scornful of

a policy of conciliation as pursued by the traditionalists, which they

defined as a series of imperialist deals with aggressor nations, in-

tended to buy off the violators of the law at the expense of the

weaker states.

V. The League of Nations: Instrument of Collective Security

The Collectivist Doctrine

NOTHING ILLUSTRATES more clearly the difference between the two

schools of political thought in Great Britain than the divergence

already referred to of their views regarding the importance of gen-

eral principles in the conduct of international affairs. While the

traditionalists preferred to describe themselves as acting by political

instinct in the light of the particular circumstances existing at the

moment, the collectivists, or at least their intellectual spokesmen,
elaborated a logical system from which the proper objectives and

the right courses of action could be deduced.

It was the basic assumption of all collectivist thinking that with

the establishment of the League of Nations a universal community
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of nations had come into existence, to be the acting center of world

affairs. The individual sovereign nations were merely the parts of

an embracing whole, to which they and their inhabitants owed

loyalty. National interests in the traditional sense of the word,

therefore, should be subordinated to the interests of the community.
This did not mean that the concerns of Britain were to be neg-

lected. The exponents of the collectivist doctrine claimed that, on

the contrary, they had a truer conception of the national interest

than their opponents, who were clinging to antiquated theories.

While people had spoken in the nineteenth century of geograph-

ically limited regions of national interest and had insisted that wars

in remote regions were none of their business, the development of

modern methods of warfare and closer economic relationships

among all parts of the globe, so it was said, had now made impos-
sible the localization of war. Aggression in any part of the world,

therefore, constituted a threat to all nations. To defend a victim of

aggression anywhere in the world had become an act of self-

preservation.
The British collectivists identified the community of nations with

the League of Nations. Therefore, they wanted British foreign

policy to be based on the League and to center at Geneva. But the

logic of their reasoning drove them to demand a particular kind of

League, or rather a development of the existing League in a specific

direction which coincided less with that advocated by the British

Conservatives than with that desired by the French. The following
would seem to have been the underlying argument: The commu-

nity of nations requires the establishment of the rule of law if it is

to function like a national community and enjoy peace and order.

Its enemy is therefore the aggressor, that is, any nation that resorts

to force in violation of the law. What the community needs pri-

marily, if aggression shall be wiped out or punished, is the readiness

for common coercive action by its law-abiding members. If the

threat of such coercion is strong enough it will deter the aggressor
in most cases. If it does not do so it will be able to defeat any
criminal violator of the law. The function of the League is there-

fore to organize and to set in motion the "police forces" of the

community. In doing so it protects every potential victim of aggres-

sion. This, then, is collective security. It means putting irresistible

force behind the rule of law. It means making the League a center

of international police action* There was obviously no place in this

scheme for a merely consultative and conciliatory League such as
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the traditionalists favored. Mediation, conciliation, and the redress

of grievances were not to be excluded from the international peace

machinery, but they were thought of as coming after the enforce-

ment of the law. They are not the means by which a law-abiding

community deals with its criminals.

Several perplexing aspects of the theory call for closer analysis.

One is its hypothetical character. When an adherent of collectivism

speaks of a community of nations or of a spirit of solidarity among
the peoples of the world, it is difficult to discover whether he is

speaking of a world as he imagines it actually to exist, or whether

he is referring to a world that he believes should be established in

the future. If it were the latter only, the hopes of these men for a

better world and their appeal to men of all countries to bring it to

pass would not have met with great political opposition in Britain.

But when Henderson, speaking for the Labour party, for instance,

said that "the security of each nation shall be the concern of every

other nation," or when Attlee proclaimed that "you have to put

loyalty to the League of Nations above loyalty to your country,"

they were demanding from the British government that it proceed
as if the concern and the loyalty were already in existence and

could be counted upon. The assumption apparently was that if a

government, particularly the British government, would only take

the lead in an act of international solidarity and call for collective

action against an aggressor, the rest of the world would follow. The
world would thus be made over into what it should be, if it were

not already so.

Through all the discussions of collective security there was evi-

dent an almost religious faith that the mass of common people
were intensely international-minded and only waiting for coura-

geous leadership to throw off the restraining influence of reaction-

ary nationalistic governments and vested interests. The sincerity

of the adherents of this school of thought cannot be questioned. It

can be seen in their missionary zeal, as well as in their willingness
to have their governments take risks that might involve the country
in heavy sacrifices.

There was a sharp line of demarcation between those who were

willing to commit Britain only within the limits of her traditional

national interest and believed that other nations would act in a

similar manner, and the collectivist school. The latter regarded the

willingness of the peace-loving nations of the world to defend the

law and fight the aggressor as an overwhelmingly powerful though
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dormant force which could be awakened and brought into action if

only the League were not left "in the hands of people who do not

want to work it." What the collectivists regarded as reactionary and

nationalistic relics of prewar days that could be swept aside, the

traditionalists regarded as still the most real, stable, and potent
world factors that should, therefore, be given first consideration.

These included, for instance, the desire of the United States to keep
out of foreign entanglements, the conviction of the French that col-

lective action should be reserved to deal with Germany, the hesita-

tion of many small countries to give up their neutrality, the aver-

sion of the bourgeois classes to co-operation with the Soviet Union,

or the refusal of the average citizen to fight except in defense of his

country's vital interests.

The abstract type of reasoning that characterized every collectivist

debate at Geneva and elsewhere is also worth considering more

closely. In theoretical discussions on matters of peace machinery or

peace strategy, it is obviously necessary to speak in abstract terms

and to describe and analyze problems of a general nature, such as

collective security, peaceful change, or disarmament, without refer-

ence to any particular political situation or to any specific countries.

But it is quite another matter when statesmen are debating ques-
tions of practical application and actual policy. When they use the

abstract approach, the chances are that it serves some political pur-

pose. Thus when, during the period of sanctions against Italy,

Eden declared that "these old phrases 'pro' this country or 'anti'

that country belong to a past epoch," he was merely telling the

Italians that British participation in League sanctions represented
no British hostility toward Italy or no clash of national interests.

The collectivists would have wished this phrase to mean that such

conflicts between nations had ceased to exist altogether and had

given way to conflicts between the law-abiding community and the

lawbreaker. Abstract phraseology in the mouth of the collectivist

was an attempt, therefore, to deny or minimize the particular na-

tional interests of individual countries and to speak as if they had

been merged into the interests of the community.
Abstractness also served another purpose. Although it was hardly

a secret which countries were regarded as being on the side of the

police force and which were the potential aggressors, it was consid-

ered to be politically wise not to mention them by name and thus

to avoid provocation and splitting up of the community. Abstract-

ness, it should be noted, faded away as soon as sanctions against ag-
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gressors became a serious political issue that is, after the Japanese
attack on Manchuria and the development of Fascist power. In-

stead of speaking of a universal community of nations, the collec-

tivists now came to use the term "community of the peace-loving

nations." Its security was to be defended by common action against

the "aggressor nations." Soon the differentiation became even more

concrete; the Fascist nations were considered by their actions and

principles to have identified themselves as the actual or potential

aggressors. From that time on, Japan, Germany, and Italy were

very regularly mentioned by name as the aggressor countries.

There was now no further objection to preparing police action

clearly directed against this specific group of countries. Was not

every country free to decide whether it wished to be on the peace-

loving or on the aggressive side? Certain countries, it was assumed,

had made their choice long ago and could be counted on the peace-

loving side of the eventual police force. It always had been taken

for granted that Great Britain, for instance, and also France and

the United States would never be found in the camp of the aggres-

sors; the citizens of a democracy would not accept a policy of ag-

gression on the part of their government. This had made it possible
from the beginning to be quite concrete about the kind of police

action the League might undertake. Discussions centered upon
economic sanctions; these sanctions could never be successful unless

assured the support of the Anglo-Saxon naval powers and, on the

other hand, they could never be effective against self-sufficient

nations like the United States or against so dominant a naval power
as Great Britain.

Winston Churchill, with a group of Conservative friends, took an
attitude that differed from that of either the traditional or the

collectivist school. He advocated a policy of the national interest,

in the traditionalist sense of the term, but based wholeheartedly on
a sanctionist League. When he first advanced his ideas, they seemed
to indicate a complete break with traditionalist philosophy. Had
he deserted to the collectivist camp and become just another pas-
sionate exponent of the idea of collective security? He did advocate

collective security; but as he interpreted it, it was a very different

thing from the ideal for which the collect!vis ts were striving.

Churchill was not concerned with any abstract community of na-

tions, with the rule of law, or with the punishment of aggressors,

although he did use these terms. His one and only concern, now as

always, was Britain. He was seeking to defend the safety of the
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British Isles and the British Empire against the threat of a German

attack, which he believed was to be feared. Between him and the

collectivists there was an identity of views, however, with regard to

the means that Britain should employ. Both wanted a "League
with teeth" and wholehearted British support for League sanctions.

This identity between collectivist internationalism and British

nationalism existed, as Churchill explained, because Britain's na-

tional interest coincided with the interests of humanity and civiliza-

tion. "The fortunes of the British Empire and its glory are insepa-

rably interwoven with the fortunes of the world. We rise or we fall

together," he exclaimed. The British had every reason to profit

from this happy coincidence. They would gain the support of all

peace-loving nations and of all classes of British society if, instead

of taking a stand on the ground of British safety, they set out to

fight for the great moral cause of collective security. Thus the one-

time isolationist turned collectivist, not because he was converted

from nationalism to internationalism, but because he had become

convinced that Britain's safety no longer could be protected by the

British navy alone or even by Britain and France together; what

was needed was the support of a grand alliance. The League as a

kind of superalliance presented itself as an ideal solution. A strong
British navy and a strong League, Churchill said, were "allied insur-

ances for our peace and safety," serving both the security of Great

Britain and the moral cause of humanity. His was the same stand

that France had taken all along, not merely because both regarded
the function of the League to be that of a great coalition, but be-

cause both thought of it exclusively in terms of the "German
menace."


